LCEC Positions

The LCEC is the undergraduate student governing board which oversees the operations of the Learning Community Council (LCC) and is advised by the LC staff. The LCEC helps the Learning Community program execute its mission and vision, develop and enhance its structures and procedures, advocate for its success, and plan and implement annual community-building traditions.

**President** | Acts as the main visionary and leader for executing LCEC goals and completing projects  
**Vice President** | Oversees detail-oriented and operational aspects of the LCEC  
**Enrichment Chair** | Collaborates to bring research, service, career and other co-curricular development to LC students  
**Historian** | Documents and illustrates LC news, traditions and successes  
**Innovation Chair** | Advocates for the advancement of the innovation and maker culture at UConn  
**Marketing Chair** | Curates creative content and executes communication plans  
**Recruitment Chair** | Works to build awareness about the LC program both on campus and with prospective and accepted students and families  
**Social Affairs Chair** | Upholds community-building traditions and brings social awareness to the LC program  
**Student Leadership Chair** | Facilitates leadership development within the LCC and with Floor Mentors  

Apply by February 9, 2020  
lc.uconn.edu/get-involved